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Oil shale 
R. C. Selley 

Oil Shale. (Developments in Petroleum 
Science, 5.) Edited by Teh Fu Yen and 
George V. Chilingarian. Pp. xi+292. 
(Elsevier Scientific: Amsterdam, Ox
ford and New York, 1976.) Dfl.90; 
$34.75. 

OIL SHALE is a fine-grained organic-rich 
sedimentary rock which releases crude 
oil when heated. The industrial extrac
tion of oil from shale began in Scotland 
in 1862, hut at the present time the oil 
shale industry is moribund in the UK. 
(A review of British oil shales has 
been given in a recent paper published 
by the Department of Energy.) 

Over much of the Western World 
the oil shale industry was important in 
the past, and will be so in the future 
but is dormant at the present time'. 
It is currently practised, however, in 
the USSR and China. One is reminded 
of the White Queen's rule: 'Jam 
tomorrow and jam yesterday-but never 
jam today' (Carroll, Alice through the 
Looking Glass, Macmillan, 1871). 

The world's resources of oil shale 
may contain some 30 x 1018 barrels of 
oil, only 2 % of which is available for 
present-day commercial exploitation. 
This figure is controlled by two factors: 
the price of crude oil and extraction 
technology. 

The conventional method of extrac
tion necessitates mining the shale and 
distilling off its oil by retorting above 
g:ound. Subsurface in situ retorting, 
aided by explosive fracturing and fluid 
injection, is still in the experimental 
stage. So too are biochemical extrac
tion methods currently under investi
gation at the University of California. 

Due to recent advances in organic 
geochemistry the composition and mo
lecular structure of oil shale hydro
carbons are well known. Similarly the 
geo_graphical distribution and the geo
log1cal factors which control the 
formation of oil shales are well docu
mented. All that is needed to revive 
the oil shale industry is either a further 
increase in the price of crude oil or a 
major breakthrough in the tech~ology 
of extracting oil from oil shales. 

It is a cliche of our time to say that 
oil is too precious to burn. It should be 
used only as the foundation of the 
petrochemical industry, never as an 
energy resource. Nonetheless if 
nuclear, geothermal or any of the ~ther 
energy sources currently under review 
fail to supply the demand then oil 
shales may become very important. 

Oil Shale provides a useful review 
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of current knowledge of many aspects r----------------91 
of oil shales. The book consists of 4 
twelve chapters edited by T. F. Yen, 
Associate Professor in the Department new 
of Chemical Engineering in the Uni- journals 
versity of Southern California, and 
G. V. Chilingarian, Professor, His On 
Imperial Majesty Shahanshah Arya I 
Mehr Chair of Petroleum Engineering, M 
in the same university. A 

It is true to say that the University G 
of Southern California is the intellec-
tual font of the book, providing a third E 
of the sixteen coritributing authors. A 
The geological core of the book is un- Y 
doubtedly the Green River oil shale 
which, according to the index, is men~ IMAGERY-REMOTE SENSING 
tioned on 66 pages of the 266 pages of • . INT~i~~n~l~TATION (JIRSI) 
text. Subscription: UK £34: elsewhere us $64 

Nonetheless, the book covers the Few international jo_urnals cover all aspects of imagery and 
field well. It begins w1"th a br1"ef rev1·ew remote sensing, This Journal, while covering most topics of 

long-range 1mag.ery-remote sensing, will concentrate on the 
of the topic. This is followed by an often neglected interpretation aspects of fields other journals 

f h 
seldom touch. JIRSI will include meteorology climatology 

account o t e geological setting of oil oceanography, hydrology (air/water remote sampling), ai; 
shales and their geographical distribu- chemiSt_ry, geophysics,_ geology (particularly seismic/volcanic 

• ~onitormg), ~e~hem1stry; natural disaster investigations· 
hon. The latter is displayed in a series image transm1ss1ons from planetary, 1unar and solar probes 
of maps showing the distribution of oil a

nd 
. manned missions; satellite/avionic tracking-optical 

imaging systems and the~mal 1magery; military applications in 
shales during different geological peri- peace and war; aerial and undeiwater archeolo . 

d Th. 1ns_trumentat1on and films. JIRSI will include original reseaffh 
0 S. IS could have been greatly im- articles _and reviews and _will carry advertising product 
proved had the data also been tabulated information, news, personality interviews and stereoscopic 

so that the reader could find the 
literature source for every oil shale 
located on the maps. 

An account of the origin and forma
tion of oil shale follows, and is suc
ceeded by a chapter on the origin and 
characteristics of the Green River oil 
shale. This Tertiary lagoonal deposit 
covers large areas of the states of 
Colorado, Utah and Wyoming, and 
contains some 80 X I 012 barrels of oil 
(recoverable by existing technology), 
representing 15 years reserves of crude 
for the USA at the 1973 consumption 
level. 

The following chapter, on the mine
ralogy of oil shales, in point of fact con
tains a fuller account of the geology, 
as well as the composition, of the 
Green River oil shales, than that 
which preceedes it. Succeeding chap
ters review retorting technology, well
logging techniques, environmental im
plications (of course) and the history 
of oil shale research over the past 30 
years. 

Considered overall, therefore, this 
book provides an important and com
prehensive corpus of up-to-date infor
mation on the geology, chemistry and 
extractive technology of oil shale, 
which will be of interest to geologists, 
chemical engineers, government 
officials and other assorted doom
watchers. In common with most books 
from this publisher its price of about 
£20 (at today's rate) puts it beyond the 
reach of everyone except pop stars and 
oil sheiks. D 

Dr Selley is a Reader in Petroleum 
Geology at Imperial College, Univer
sity of London, UK. 
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IMAGERY-REMOTE SENSING 
ABSTRACTS (JIRSA) 

• . . Bi-monthly 
Subscription: UK £78; elsewhere US $148 

Covers the_ same fields as JIRSI. 5000 abstracts in over 1000 
pages will be the _initial output. As close-range 
1magery/photogrammetry 1s not being incorporated into JIRSA 
a separ~te_a?stracts journal is being planned to specially cove 
these d1sc1plmes. r 

CLOSE-RANGE IMAGERY 
ANDPHOTOGRAMMETRY 

- INDUSTRIAL AND 
ARCHITECTURAL APPLICATIONS 

Quarterly 
'Subscription: UK £24: elsewhere US $45 

The first truly international journals to cover specifically all 
aspects of close-range imagery and photogrammetry. 
Contents will include original research and review articles, 
application reports, news, R and D surveys, product 
information. letters and personality interviews. 

The journal on i rK:tustrial and architectural applications will also 
include information covering topics on micrerrange and 
non-conventional imagery: coherent optical methods; 
three-dimensional ultrasonic and. magnetic projections; TV and 
digital . imaging systems: Moire techniques; moving-object 
analysis, from high-speed ballistics/aerodynamics to structural 
creep/deformation. 

CLOSE-RANGE IMAGERY 
ANDPHOTOGRAMMETRY 

- BIOMEDICAL APPLICATIONS 
Quarterly 

• Subscription: UK £24 elsewhere US $45 

This journal will cover all aspects of biomedical 
(biostereometric) applications. The field also includes 
stereor:netric X-ray analysis; ~canning electron microscopy; 
acoustic holography; thermal 1magery. 

•special discounts available: 
5% for advance payment of any subscription; further 10% for 
pre-payment of 3 years subscription; additional 10% when 2 
or more journals are purchased. 
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